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Abstract: Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have immense potential for high power conversion efficiency
with an ease of fabrication procedure. The fundamental understanding of interfacial kinetics in PSCs
is crucial for further improving of their photovoltaic performance. Herein we use the current-voltage
(J-V) characteristics and impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements to probe the interfacial kinetics
on efficient MAPbI3 solar cells. We show that series resistance (RS) of PSCs exhibits an ohmic and
non-ohmic behavior that causes a significant voltage drop across it. The Nyquist spectra as a function
of applied bias reveal the characteristic features of ion motion and accumulation that is mainly
associated with the MA cations in MAPbI3. With these findings, we provide an efficient way to
understand the working mechanism of perovskite solar cells.
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1. Introduction

Organic lead halide-based perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have shown an unprecedented rise in their
efficiency from 2% to more than 22% in just a few years [1–4]. This fast increase in efficiency and low
temperature fabrication procedure makes perovskites potential candidates for low-cost photovoltaic
devices. The most commonly employed PSC structure consists of a mesoporous electron transport
layer such as TiO2, followed by perovskite absorber layer and spiro-OMeTAD as a hole transport
layer. Various attempts have been made to alter the morphological and structural properties of the
hole transporting material (HTM), the absorber material, and electron transporting layer (ETL) to
enhance the device performance [5–7]. In spite of the advances in device efficiency and architecture,
many aspects of device processes occurring at the bulk (inside) and interfaces are still lagging behind.
It has been established that the perovskite absorber material behaves as a mixed electronic-ionic
conductor, in which electronic and ionic charges are influenced by applied bias rate, temperature,
and illumination [8–11]. Therefore, obtaining exact information on the role of electronic and ionic
components as well as their contributions to the device performance is crucial for the further in-depth
understanding of the working mechanism of solar cells.

Another aspect that seems to play a significant role in power deliverability is the presence of J-V
hysteresis. The surface treatments of ETL, HTL, and the perovskite absorber layer by light metals
and carbonaceous materials doping have shown a positive impact in the mitigation of hysteresis
behavior [12–18]. Most studies consider only ionic movement as the phenomenon responsible for
J-V hysteresis. In fact, under illumination and applied bias, both the components, i.e., electronic
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and ionic components define the performance of PSCs. It is believed that the presence of ions can
change the transport and recombination of electronic charge carriers or vice-versa. In this context, the
goal of resolving the responses from ionic and electronic components in relation with the PSC device
configuration represents a relevant aspect of the device performance.

Here, we present a semi-quantitative model of a PSC (represented by MAPbI3) that can explain
specific issues related to the interfaces and bulk properties of PSCs by considering the coupled
responses of electronic and ionic components using impedance spectroscopy (IS). This technique
allows us to deconvulate the responses from the both the interfaces and bulk region of the PSC.
The well-defined dependencies of Nyquist spectra as a function of applied bias determine the
resistive and capacitive parameters, and more importantly resolve the accumulation and movement
of ions. Moreover, the presented model permits the quantification of prominent voltage loss sources.
On the basis of IS and current-voltage extracted resistive, capacitive, and associated time responses,
we postulate that in the investigated solar cell the predominant slow time response is caused by
ion motion.

2. Theoretical Background

In general, PSCs consist of a mesoporous or planar electron transport layer, a perovskite absorber
layer, a hole transport layer, and gold and fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) as a back and front contact,
respectively (Figure 1a). Under illumination, photogenerated charges, i.e., electrons and holes, were
collected at the FTO and gold contacts via the electron and hole transport layers. It is important
to recognize that along with the photo generation, transportation, and recombination of charge
carriers, the mobile ions and charge defects can also move and cause the screening of a built-in electric
field [19–22]. Recent studies have shown that the accumulation of the ions and vacancies at interfaces
changes the interfacial charge concentration and recombination rates, as well as the net photovoltage by
setting up an electrostatic potential in addition to the built-in potential [23–25]. Since the electrostatic
and built-in potentials have the same polarity (backward scan), the net open circuit voltage (VOC) of
PSC devices is the sum of these potentials [24,26].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) a perovskite solar cell (PSC) and (b) a single diode model
of a PSC.

A generalized single diode model of a PSC, including the built-in and electrostatic potential
formed due to the accumulation of ions and charges, is placed in a model previously discussed by
Gottesman and others (Figure 1b) [24,26,27]. In this model, the dark current carrier recombination in
the bulk and space charge region (SCR) is represented by a diode equation Jd = J0

[(
exp
(

qVd
mkBT

))
− 1
]
,

where q, Vd are the elementary charge and applied voltage, J0 is the reverse saturation dark current,
and kB and T are the Boltzman constant and cell temperature, respectively. The ideality factor (m) for
a single diode falls in the range between 1 ≤ m ≤ 2, where m ∼ 1 signifies the top of the barrier
transport (barrier for holes in ETL and for electrons in HTL) and m ∼ 2 signifies the Shockley-Read
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Hall (SRH) as a dominant recombination mechanism. In some cases, the ideality factor m is greater
than 2, and this behavior is ascribed to the nonlinear shunt resistances across the junctions and/or a
significant voltage drop across ETL and HTL [28]. The voltage drop across a diode has the form of
Vd = V + JRs −Vacc. Under an open circuit voltage condition, J ≈ 0 and V ≈ VOC = Vd + Vacc shows
that the open-circuit voltage (VOC) of a PSC is defined as the sum of the two potentials in series.

Considering the fact that the accumulation mechanism is due to the electronic and ionic
contributions, the accumulation resistance Racc may contain the information about the recombination
and ionic components. The alternating current (AC) electrical equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1b is
driven through the variable direct current (DC) source in parallel with the AC signal generator. The
circuit is also demonstrated as the generalized circuit for the impedance spectra analysis. The low
frequency spectra of IS is modeled through Racc and Cacc (also denoted as RLf and CLf in the IS section).
In PSCs, it is well established that the movement of ions can take place across the active layer, and this
diffusion is generally defined by the Warburg element (w) depending upon the IS spectra.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Device Characterization

The J-V characteristic of the PSC under 1 Sun (AM 1.5 G) at 25 ◦C in a backward direction scan is
shown in Figure 2a (for the film characterization and device fabrication procedure, see supplementary
material. The PSC depicts an impressive power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 17.3% with an open
circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.07 V, a short circuit current density of 21.6 mA/cm2, and a fill factor of 75%.
In order to determine the diode characteristic parameters, i.e., (m and J0), we carried out the VOC vs.
illumination (0.1 to 100 mW/cm2) measurements (Figure 2b). In the plot, the symbol represents the
experimental data points and the line is defined by using the expression m = kT/q(VOC/ln I). The
value of m = 1.7 and J0 = 1.4 × 1013 A/cm2 was obtained using the diode equation. The fabricated PSC
also exhibits an efficient charge transport under working conditions, as JSC vs. illumination power law
coefficient is almost equal to 1 (see Figure S3).
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Figure 2. (a) Dark and light J-V characteristics of the MAPbI3 PSC recorded under standard test
conditions and (b) open circuit voltage of the device measured under various illumination levels.

3.2. Impedance Spectroscopy

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (IS) of a PSC as a function of applied bias (from 0 V
to VOC) under illumination at room temperature is shown in Figure 3. The AC modulation voltage of
20 mV and frequency in the range of 1 MHz to 200 mHz was used. The obtained Nyquist spectra are
fitted with the electrical equivalent circuit discussed by Zarazúa et al. [29]. The error in experimental
and theoretical data is within the acceptable limit of <1%. The IS spectra in the low forward bias follow
the description of the two parallel resistor-capacitor (RC) components connected in series, while the
values of each individual pair is different in magnitude. The shown spectra exhibit a maximum value
of Z′ and Z′ ′ because, in this probed bias range (0–0.4 V), the net response of the diode is mainly
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dominated by RSH and geometrical capacitance (Cg). In turn, the IS curves at voltage of 0.3 V to 0.6 V
are composed of a depressed semicircle in the high frequency region and a straight line in the low
frequency region (Figure 3b). When the bias voltages are higher than the knee voltage, the radii of the
semicircle in the high frequency region also decreases; however, the straight line in the low frequency
region converts into a semicircle arc (Figure 3c). Figure 3e–f demonstrate the general complex Nyquist
spectra exhibiting the Warburg features evident by the linear line at 45◦ at the low frequency region,
wherein the dashed line shows the expected behavior of a blocking electrode. Meanwhile, IS spectra
exhibiting the double layer characteristics are evident by the semicircular arc present in the low
frequency regime.
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Figure 3. Nyquist spectra of a PSC recorded at various applied biases under illumination: (a) at
low forward bias where the net photocurrent is constant (see Figure 2a), (b) from mid forward bias
to knee voltage, and (c) beyond knee voltage towards open circuit voltage. (d) 3D plot of Nyquist
spectra covering the whole range of the applied forward bias. Here, the straight arrow indicates an
increase in the low frequency arc at the low forward bias, while the curved arrow shows where the
low frequency arc is converted to a straight line at the mid forward bias. (e) Typical complex Nyquist
spectra exhibiting the Warburg features evident by the linear line at 45◦ at the low frequency region,
wherein the dashed line shows the expected behavior of a blocking electrode. (f) Typical complex
Nyquist spectra exhibiting the double layer characteristics evident by the semicircular arc in the low
frequency regime.

As the applied bias gradually increases beyond the knee voltage, the radii of the high frequency
semicircles decreases at a faster rate and the low frequency line is converted to a semicircle arc. The
rate of change in the low and high frequency responses under applied bias is shown in Figure 3d (the
arrow indicates the transients between semicircles to straight lines). We found that the rate of change
in the low frequency arc is faster than the corresponding rate in the high frequency arc. This implies
that under the influence of illumination, the coupled influence of charge and ion movement may cause
a higher rate of decrease in the low frequency region. In comparison to the electronic conductors such
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as thin-film solar cells, the low frequency region of IS was defined by the recombination resistance and
chemical capacitance. We remark that due to very thin perovskite absorber layer (~200 nm) and ion
motion, the chemical capacitance that is usually masked by the electrostatic capacitance arises due to
ion accumulation. It is also worth noting that these two kinds of capacitances (i.e., chemical and low
frequency capacitance) are totally different in their nature.

The RS of a PSC extracted from the high frequency intercept on the x-axis as a function of applied
bias is shown in Figure 4a. The RS vs. applied bias plot in the range of 0.0 to 0.4 V depicts a constant
value of Rs (13.8 Ω), which may arise from the ohmic components of the PSC. In turn, in the range of
0.4 to 0.8 V, the plot of Rs shows a peak that can be attributed to non-ohmic components of the solar
cell. The presence of this peak is commonly observed in silicon and dye-sensitized solar cells [30–32],
however, to the best of our knowledge, such behavior has not yet been reported in PSCs. We note
that the physical origin of the peak is not fully clear, but can be attributed to the formation of a low
Schottky barrier at the perovskite/HTM interface and a voltage drop across the diode that varies with
bias, as shown in Figure 4a (blue line). Therefore, it is necessary to develop a proper strategy that
allows a reduction of the value of RS in PSCs.
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Figure 4. (a) Variation of series resistance RS depicted from the impedence spectroscopy (IS)
measurements, and the voltage drop at RS under 1 sun illumination as a function of applied bias.
(b) A comparative plot of total resistance calculated from IS and differential resistance from J-V
characteristics measured under 1 sun illumination as a function of applied voltage.

A comparative plot of the total resistance calculated from IS and the differential resistance from
J-V characteristics measured under 1 sun illumination is shown in Figure 4b. In the plot, the symbol
represents the extracted resistance, i.e., (RS + RHf + RLf) from IS, and the line represents dv

dJ from the
J-V curve. We found that the values obtained from both IS and J-V exhibit a similar bias dependence.
The plot of RHf and RLf with respect to V + JRS is shown in Figure S4 of SI. It should be noted that the
magnitude and rate of change for RHf is lower than that observed for RLf under the probed range of
bias. The value of RHf varies from 250 Ω to 10 Ω and, at the same time, the corresponding value of RLf
diminishes from 1 KΩ to 1 Ω, signifying the differences in their sources of origin. The value of RLf,
which is associated with the charge accumulation and/or recombination in PSCs, was further examined
by the determination of a potential drop across VLf, where VL f ≈ JdRL f . It has been found that VL f is
varied in the range of 100 mV to 50 mV, in a bias range from 0.8 V to Voc. More recently, the illumination
of PSCs under different time periods and voltage decay periods revealed the formation of electrostatic
potential in the range of 100 mV–150 mV in series with built-in potential [24,33]. These results illustrate
that the non-ohmic RS may be associated with the voltage drop across the HTL/perovskite interface.
Moreover, the bias dependence of RLf and the associated VLf could explain the accumulation of charges
and ions at the ETL/perovskite interface, as well as cause a build-up of potential.

As it is outlined in the theoretical section, the high frequency capacitance related to the
polarizability of the perovskite absorber layer is defined by geometrical capacitance (Cg). However,
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the low frequency capacitance is defined by electrostatic capacitance (Cs). The variation of Cg and
Cs in the bias range from knee voltage to VOC of a PSC is shown in Figure 5a. In the low forward
bias, Cg depicts the constant value in the order of ≈1 µF at a frequency of 10 KHz. The Cg plot seems
to be constant, while CS increases exponentially. Considering the parallel plate capacitance as ε0ε

d
with d = 200 nm and ε0 permittivity of the free space, ε = 22 is obtained. The obtained value of ε is
comparable with the previously reported values by other authors [9]. On the other hand, CS exhibits a
value in order of mF measured at 1 Hz.
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Figure 5. (a) The capacitance of a PSC extracted from the low and high frequency Nyquist spectra as
a function of applied bias and (b) the variation of the high frequency time constant as a function of
applied bias for a PSC.

A Mott-schottky (MS) plot of a PSC at the frequency of 10 KHz in the bias range from 0 V to VOC

is shown in Figure S5. The MS plot clearly shows the bias dominance of Cg in the low bias range
and of CS beyond the knee voltage. As compared to silicon solar cells, where the MS plot is generally
defined by the three distinguishable capacitances, i.e., Cg, CS, and depletion layer capacitance (Cdl),
the obtained MS plot for the PSC was only defined by Cg and CS. The fit of CS with respect to the bias
gives the value of built-in potential (intercept) and defect density (slope). The obtained value of the
built-in potential Vbi = 0.1 V and the defect density of 10−17 cm−3 are consistent with the reported
values for MAPbI3-based solar cells [33].

Time constants corresponding to the high and low frequency spectra as a function of applied bias
are shown in Figure 5b and Figure S6. We observed that the high frequency time response (τHf) under
applied bias follows the decreasing trend of RHf (not CHf). Therefore, this time constant cannot be
considered as a characteristic response of any physical processes in the PSC. From the low frequency
region, a bias independent time constant (τLf) in the order of ∼1s was obtained. Similar values of slow
time constants were also observed by other groups using intensity modulated voltage spectroscopy,
open circuit voltage decay, and voltage and current transient techniques [24–27] The mechanism relies
on long-lived trapping without recombination, and trap-assisted recombination was assigned for such
a long response time, which seems to be anomalously long. It is well known that the presence of traps
in a semiconductor accelerates the recombination process that in turn decreases the response time.
As the low frequency capacitance has a dielectric nature, the corresponding time constant cannot be
considered as a recombination lifetime. In general, IS response under illumination in the frequency
range of 1 MHz–200 mHz requires a 3–4 min per voltage scan (considering an average of two data
errors for each frequency), which is more than sufficient to accumulate the holes and cations at the
TiO2/perovskite interface and to contribute to the electrostatic potential. Considering the fact that
the efficiently fast relaxation phenomenon is generally associated with the charge carriers, the low
frequency relaxation time (τLf) can be assigned to the motion of ions required to reach the equilibrium.
A similar observation was also drawn by Gottesman et al. by using the open circuit voltage decay
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method [24]. The authors demonstrated that VOC in a PSC occurs in two steps, where the fast decay
of the built-in potential happens instantly, but the electrostatic potential caused by charge and ion
accumulation can take tens of minutes to return its steady-state condition [24]. Moreover, it was also
shown that MA+ has a large polarization relaxation time in the range of 1–100 s [34]. Therefore, one
can correlate the long τLf to the relaxation time of MA+ ions.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a semi-quantitative model that can elucidate the bulk and interfacial
characteristics of PSCs. Our results strongly suggest that the low frequency impedance response
of a PSC depends on its ionic movements. The ionic movements in the PSC were detected by probing
the IS response as a function of applied bias. The presented results also revealed that, in comparison
to electronic conductors where the low frequency response of IS was defined by recombination
resistance and chemical capacitance, the chemical capacitance in PSCs (mix-conductors) is masked
by the electrostatic capacitance that arises from ion accumulation. In addition, we showed that the
series resistance (RS) of a PSC exhibits an ohmic and non-ohmic behavior that causes a significant
voltage drop across them. Our conclusion regarding the ion accumulation is supported by the bias
dependence of RLf and the associated VLf that could explain the accumulation of charges and ions at
the ETL/perovskite interface. The slow relaxation time (τLf) in a PSC can be assigned to the motion of
ions required to reach the equilibrium.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/7/8/252/s1,
Figure S1: UV:Vis absorption spectra of MAPbI3 perovskite absorber layer, Figure S2: (a) Surface and (b) Cross
sectional SEM morphology of MAPbI3 perovskite absorber layer, Figure S3: Current Density of the device
measured under various illumination levels where the net photocurrent is constant, (b) from mid forward bias to
knee voltage, Figure S4: The variation of high and low frequency resistance as a function of V+JRS , Figure S5:
A Mott-schottky (MS) plot of PSC at the frequency of 10 KHz in the bias range from 0 V to VOC, Figure S6:
Variation of low frequency time constant as a function of applied bias for PSC.
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